PROBABILITIES ON A COMPACT GROUPS)
BY

KARL STROMBERG
Let G he an arbitrary compact Hausdorff group. A probability measure
on G is a non-negative, real-valued, countably additive, regular Borel measure p on G such that pt(G) =1. ll pt and X are two probability measures on G
then their convolution p * X is also a probability measure on G. In fact if X
and F are any two independent random variables on an arbitrary probability
space which take their values in G and if p and X are their respective distributions, then p * X is the distribution of the pointwise product X- Y. Thus
the arithmetic of C7-valued independent random variables is just the arithmetic of probability measures on G. This arithmetic is discussed in §2.
Weak* convergence of probability measures is discussed and several theorems concerning infinite powers and infinite products are proved.
These and other related problems have been studied in one form or
another by other authors. Vorob'yov, in [12], has considered the case in
which G is a finite commutative
group. Hewitt and Zuckerman, in [3], have
studied a class of finite commutative
semigroups which includes all finite
commutative
groups. Kakehashi, in [5], has studied the case in which G is
the circle group. In [6], Kawada and Ito have obtained several results for compact metrizable groups. In [14], Wendel has identified all idempotent probability measures when G is an arbitrary compact Hausdorff group. More recently Kloss, in [8], and Urbanik, in [ll], have obtained further results in
the case that G is an arbitrary compact Hausdorff group. These results and
their connection with our findings will be described in the sequel.
It is a pleasure

to record

here the author's

indebtedness

to Professor

Ed-

win Hewitt for the wealth of valuable advice that he has given during the
preparation
of this paper.
1. Preliminaries.
1.1. For measure-theoretic
terms and techniques not explained explicitly in this paper see [l]. For topological and set-theoretic
information see [7]. Reference should be made to [13] for the elementary theory of topological groups and the theory of representations
of a compact
group. The elementary theory of Banach algebras may be found in [9].
1.2. Let G be an arbitrary compact Hausdorff group and Q(G) the Banach
space of all continuous complex-valued functions on G. The class of Borel sets
in G, denoted (B, is the smallest c-algebra of subsets of G that contains each
open subset of G. A probability measure on G is a non-negative, real-valued,
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countably additive, regular Borel measure p on G such that u(G) = 1. The set
of all probability
measures on G is denoted (P(G).
It is a simple consequence of the Riesz representation
theorem [l, pp.
247-248] that the set of all positive linear functionals M on Q(G) such that
il7(l) = l is in a biunique correspondence
with <P(G) under the mapping

p—>il7,where M(f) = fGfdp for each/ in 6(G). Thus <P(G)may, and shall, be
thought of as the above subset of 6(G)*, the first conjugate space of 6(G).
One readily verifies that (P(G) with the weak* topology is compact and convex.
1.3. Notation.
The following notation will be used throughout this paper.
For each set A EG, card A denotes the cardinal number of A, A' is the complement of A with respect to G and xa is the characteristic
function of A.

2. The semigroup <?(G).
2.1. Definition. Let p and X be in <P(G). Then the convolution of p. with X
is the unique measure p * X in <P(G) such that

(1)

f f(z)du* X(«)= J fQj fQf(xy)du(x)d\(y)

JO

for each f in Q(G).
As is known [10],

(2) a * HE) = f M(Py-J)^(y)= [ f XE(xy)du(x)dk(y)
= f X(x~1P)ciM(x)
J a

J aJ a

J a

for each E in (B.
The set <P(G) with convolution

as multiplication

is therefore

a semigroup

which is commutative
if G is commutative.
2.2. The support of a measure. For each p in (P(G) we define the support of p, denoted S(u), to be the set of all x in G such that each neighborhood
of x has positive p-measure. The following proposition
is well known and

readily verified.

2.2.1. Proposition.

Let uE<P(G). Then

(i) S(u) is a closed subset of G;

(ii) p(5(p)) = l;
(iii) if A is a closed subset of G such that uiA) = l, then Siu)EA.
A proof of the following theorem

appears

in [14, Lemma 4].

2.2.2. Theorem. Let p, XGP(G). Then
S(jx*\) =S(n)-S(\).
The point support, Pip), of a /iG(P(G) is {x:xGG,
p(G) = 1< + °°, Pip) is a countable

set. Moreover

P(M* X) = Pf» •P(X),

p({x})>0}.

Since

it is easily shown that

X, p E (P(G).
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It is known, see for example [l, pp. 254, 262-263],
Hausdorff group, then there exists a unique measure

PhE<P(H) such that
Hh(E) = hh(xE)

= uh(Ex)

= psiE-1)

for each Borel set EQH and xEH. The measure ph is called Haar measure
on H. Now if H is any closed, and hence compact, subgroup of G, we shall let
co# denote the member of P(G) defined as follows:

o>a(E) = p„(Er\H),

£G«.

We shall refer to uh as Haar measure on H. The letter w will be used in place
of cog to denote Haar measure on G.
Wendel has proved [14, Theorem l] that the measures uh are the only
idempotents in the semigroup (P(G).
Formula (2) implies that co is a two-sided zero for (P(G), i.e., if pE<?(G),

then
C0*^t=/l*C0

=

C0.

2.4. The point masses. Let xEG. Then the point mass at x, denoted ex,
is the member of <P(G) defined as follows:

(1 if x E E,

«x(£) = <

„

lo ifxG£

The measure

ex corresponds

E E <B.

to the multiplicative

linear

functional

/—>/(x)

on Q(G).
The following observations have been made by Wendel [14]:
(i) if e is the identity in G, then ee is a two-sided identity for (9(G);
(ii) ex * ev = exv lor all x, yGG;
(iii) a measure p in (P(G) has an inverse if and only if p = ex lor some xEG.

2.5. The center of (P(G). The center of <P(G)is the set of all p in 6>(G)
such that p * X=X * p for each X in (?(G).
2.5.1. Theorem.
equivalent:

Let a be in <P(G). Then the following four propositions

are

(i) p is in the center of (P(G);
(ii) ex* u=p, * exfor xEG;

(iii) p.(Ex)=pt(xE) for xEG and EE&;
(iv) p(x£x-!) =p(E) for xEG and £G«.
Proof. It is obvious that (i) implies (ii) and that (iii) is equivalent to (iv).
Suppose
that (ii) is true. Let x G G and £ G ©. Then u(£x)
=fop.(Py~1)d^-1(y)
=P * e*"1= «x-1* u=fGp(y~1E)dex-1(y)
=p(xE).
Hence (ii)

implies (iii).
Now suppose that (iii) is true. Let X be in (P(G). Then, for each £ in (B,
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we have p *X(P) =f 0p(Ex-1)dk(x) =f ap.(x~1E)d\(x) =X *p(P).

Thus (iii)

implies (i) and the proof is complete.
2.5.2. Corollary.

(P(G) is commutative if and only if G is commutative.

The next theorem shows how elements
structed.

2.5.3. Theorem.

of the center of (P(G) may be con-

Let uE(P(G). Define the measure pzas follows:
p(E) = I n(xEx~1)dw(x)

Jo
for EE®>. Then p is in the center of (P(G).

Proof. Define the mapping <p from GXG into G by the formula <p(x, y)
= x~1yx. Then <p is continuous
and p(E)=coXu((p~1(E))
for each PG<B.
Hence [10, Corollary l] p is a regular measure. All other qualifications
for
membership in <P(G) are obviously satisfied by fi. That p is actually in the
center of (P(G) now follows from Theorem 2.5.1 (iv) and the translation
invariance of cc.
2.5.4. Remark. The mapping u—>p is a mapping of (P(G) onto its center
since u = p if p is in the center of (P(G).
We now investigate the relationship
between S(u) and S(p).

2.5.5. Lemma. Let pE<P(G) and let U be an open subset of G. Then the function f: x—>p(xc7x_1) is lower semi-continuous.
Proof. Let a beany real nurnber and set A = {x: xEG,f(x)>a}.
We must
show that A is open. If A =0, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise let oG^4.
Then p(aUa_1) —f(a) >a. Since p is regular there is a compact set CEaUa-1
such that p(C) >a. Now there exists an open neighborhood
V ol the identity

e such that V~1CVEaUa~1. Then, for yEV, we have CEyaUa~1y~1 and
therefore u(yaUa~1y~1)'^p.(C)>a
which implies that yaEA. Thus VaEA
and A is open completing

2.5.6. Theorem.

G, Ar\S(u)^0}.

the proof.

Let pG(P(G) and set B=\J{A:

A is a conjugate class in

Then S(u)=B~.

Proof. Let U be any open subset of G such that u(U)>0.
Define/ as in
2.5.5. Then / is lower semi-continuous
and f(e)>0 so there exists an open

neighborhood V of e such that f(x)>f(e)/2 for each xEV. Thus p(U)
=fof(x)da(x)^fvf(x)dw(x)^f(e)o>(V)/2>0.
Accordingly S(p)ES(p).
Now let A be any conjugate

aG^^^p)

class in G such that

Af^S^^Q.

Let

and bEA. Then there exists cGG such that b = cac~1. If W is

any neighborhood

of b, then p(W) =p(c~1Wc)>0

since c~1Wc is a neighbor-

hood of a and aES(u)ES(p). Thus bES(p), AES(p) and BES(p). Since
S(p) is closed this implies that

B~ C S(p).

But

1 ^ p(B~) ^ p(B)
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=fap(xBx-1)dw(x)=fap(B)do)(x)t:fGp(S(u))do)(x)
= 1 so S(u)EP>~. This completes the proof.

= l. Accordingly
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3. Limit theorems in (9(G). 3.1. Throughout this section we will be concerned with convergence in <9(G). This convergence will always be with respect to the weak* topology on (9(G). To be explicit, a net [pa:aEA]
in
(9(G) is said to converge to a measure pE<9(G) if and only if faf(x)dua(x)
—*Jof(x)dpt(x) for each/G 6(G). As pointed out in 1.2, (9(G) is compact in this
topology.
3.2. A transform
on (9(G). We now define and state some theorems about
a certain embedding of (9(G) which can be used in studying convolution on

<P(G).
Let SD(G) be a complete set of mutually inequivalent, irreducible, continuous unitary representations
of the compact group G by complex matrices,
[13, pp. 72-76]. In particular let Do he the identity representation
of G, i.e.,
Do(x) = l for each xEG. For each DE£)(G), let n(D) denote the degree of
the representation D and let 9TCi>
denote the multiplicative topological semigroup of all complex square matrices of order n(D), where the topology on
Sdlfl is the product topology obtained by considering 9TCdas the topological
product of [ra(£)]2 copies of the complex plane. Each DE£>(G) can be expressed in terms of its components </,/ (*'=1, • • • , n(D);j=l,
• • • , n(D)):

D(x) = (dij(x))l¥i!l where each dn is in e(G) and ||dy|| gl.
3.2.1. Definition. Let p.E(9(G). For each DE£>(G) let the characteristic
matrix of p. corresponding

to D, denoted p(D), be defined as

U(D)= f D(x)dp(x)
= ( f dijdfX
J a

\J a

/ i.j-i

= <wi«»:2L
Notice that \p.(dif)\ ^1 for each DE$>(G) and that £(£><,)= 1 for each
PE<9(G).
The following two theorems are proved by Kawada and It6 [6]. They
consider only the case that G is metrizable, but their proofs, which depend
upon the Peter-Weyl theorem [13, pp. 74-76], are valid in the general case
considered here.

3.2.2. Theorem. Let DES)(G). Then the mapping p.-*p.(D) is continuous
and is a homomorphism of the semigroup (9(G) into the semigroup JTITzj,i.e.,
this mapping is continuous on the compact Hausdorff space (9(G) and p. * \(D)

= fi(D) ■%(D)for all p. and X in (9(G).
3.2.3. Definition.
Let p E (9(G). Define p. to be that element of
n{9TCi>:DES>(G)} whose value at D is p.(D) for each DE$>(G), i.e., the Dth
coordinate of p. is the matrix fi.(D).

3.2.4. Theorem.

The mapping u—*p,is a homeomorphism of the compact
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of the semigroup (P(G) onto a compact subsemi-

group of the topological semigroup \\ {911b : 7>G 33(G)}.
Until now we have considered (P(G) in two separate roles: as a semigroup
and as a compact Hausdorff space. In view of Theorem 3.2.4 we can state a
corollary which unifies these roles.

3.2.5. Corollary.

The semigroup (P(G) with the weak* topology is a cow-

pact semigroup, i.e. the operation of convolution p * X is jointly continuous in the

variables p and X, on (?(G).
For later use we now compute,

as in [6], the characteristic

3.2.6. Lemma. a>(Z>0)= l and <o(7>)=0, the n(D)Xn(D)

matrices

for co.

zero matrix, for

each 7>G 33(G) such that D^D0.

Proof. First &(Do)=faDodu=fGldw

= u(G) = l. Next let DE®(G) such

that Dt^Do. Then the (i, j)th component of &(D) is &(dij) = f'ada(x)du(x)
= fadij(x)(Do(x))dco(x)=0
since the component functions of the members

of 33(G) are orthogonal [13, pp. 73-74].
3.3. Infinite
powers. A measure XG<P(G) is said to be an infinite power
il there exists a measure pG<P(G) such that limn_00p"=X. Since the idempotent measures in (P(G) are exactly the measures o>h, and since convolution
is jointly continuous on <P(G), it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition that a measure \E(P(G) be an infinite power is that X=uh for some

closed subgroup 77CG.
We next develop necessary and sufficient
exists. We begin with four lemmas.

conditions

on p that lim„>„ un

3.3.1. Lemma. Let pE<P(G) and letfE&(G) be such that \f(x)\ SI for each
xEG.

Suppose that fofdp = eie for some real number d. Set

A = {x:xEG,f(x)

= e"}.

Then S(u)EA.
The proof of this lemma is straightforward

and is left to the reader.

3.3.2. Lemma. Let A be a Banach algebra. For each aEA,
let r(a)
= max } \a\ : aEspectrum
(a)} denote the spectral radius of a. Then ||an||—»0

if and only if r(a) < 1.
Proof. According to [9, p. 75], r(a) =limn,w ||aB||1/n. Thus if r(a) <1, there
is a t<l such that ||a"||1/"</ for all sufficiently large n. Hence lim ||on|| = liim"*
= 0. On the other hand \\an\\^r(an)=r(a)n,
[9, pp. 75, 66]. Hence ||a"|H0

implies r(a) <1.
3.3.3. Lemma. Let H be a closed subgroup of G. Suppose that there exists
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an element XoEGf\H'
such that x0H = Hxo and the only closed subgroup of G
containing x0H is G itself. Phen H is a normal subgroup of G.

Proof. Set £= [x:xEG,
£=
Being the intersection
group of G containing

xH=Hx}.

Then

D [x:xEG,xhx-1EH,x-1hxEH}.
of closed sets, £ is a closed set. Moreover
XoH, so £ = 67 and the proof is complete.

£ is a sub-

3.3.4. Lemma. Let K be a closed subgroup of G. Set

Q = {p:nE<9(G),S(»)CK}.
Then Q is a closed subsemigroup of (9(G) which is isomorphic and homeomorphic
to (9(K) under the mapping u—>p', where p'(E) =p(E) for each Borel set EEK.

This lemma is obvious and proof is therefore

3.3.5. Main theorem(2).

Let pE(9(G)

omitted.

and let K denote the smallest closed

subgroup of G which contains S(u). Then lining Mn exists if and only if S(u)
is not contained in any coset of any proper closed normal subgroup of K. Moreover if this limit exists, then it is equal to wk.

Proof. In view of Lemma 3.3.4 it suffices to consider only the case that

K = G. We therefore suppose K = G.
We first prove the sufficiency of the condition. Assume that it is false that
lim„H.00pn=co. Then, according to 3.2.4 and 3.2.6, there exists DEZ>(G) such
that D9*D0, and it is false that lim„,.Mp(D)n = 0. Thus, by Lemma 3.2.2,
p(D) has some eigenvalue a such that |a| ^1. Let n be an eigenvector of
fi(D) ol unit length corresponding
to the eigenvalue a: p.(D)-n=an, ||»j||=l.
Let the dimension of D be k and let £= (1, 0, 0, • • • ,0) have k coordinates.
Then

there

sentation

is a &-rowed

unitary

matrix

U such

that

Ui; = -n. Define

a repre-

D of G as follows: D(x) = U~1D(x)U for each xGC7. Then D is

equivalent
to D so D is irreducible, continuous and, since U is unitary,
unitary.
Moreover
p.(D)i,= U-1p.(D)U^=U-1p.(D)n=U-1an=aU~1-n=a^.
Hence £ is an eigenvector of p(D) having eigenvalue a. Thus

D is

a

fl(D) =

0
j

*

.0
and hence
(l) The sufficiency statement in this theorem is similar to, but strictly stronger than, a
result of Kawada and I to [6, Theorem 8(2)]. They require the stronger hypothesis that S(/i)
be contained in no coset of any proper closed (not necessarily normal) subgroup of G. Our
example in 5.1 shows that part (1) of Theorem 8 in [6] is incorrect.
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J a

Since D is unitary,

we have

(2)

| dnix) | S 1

for each xEG and therefore

| «| S f | dnix) | dn{x)S n(G) = 1.
J a

Accordingly,

by the choice of a, we have |a| = 1.

Assume that a= 1. Let

[1 0 • • • 0]
H = {x:xEG,duix)

= 1} = x:x EG, Dix) =

■

*

10

J.

Then 77 is a closed subgroup of G. Since D^D0 and is irreducible, there is
some xGG such that cfn(x)^l and hence Ht^G. Then relations (1) and (2),
the assumption
that a=l,
and Lemma 3.3.1 imply that 5(p)C77.
Hence
G = KEH: a contradiction. Therefore a^l.
Thus a = «*'?* 1, where 0 is a real number. Again, by (1), (2) and Lemma

3.3.1, we have
5(m) EF

= \x:xEG,

= '«6C,

dnix) = ««}

7>(x) =

fe" 0 • • ■oy
0
•

lo

*

j.

Let xoGF. Simple computations
show that x077=P = 77x0 and therefore, by
Lemma 3.3.3, 77 is a normal subgroup of G. Thus 77 is a proper closed normal
subgroup of G = K and Sip.)EF = x0H. But this contradicts our hypothesis,
We conclude that lim„_00p"=co.
Conversely suppose that lim„,Mpn exists. Assume however that there
exists a proper closed normal subgroup 77CG and a point xoEGC\H' such

that Siu)ExoH.

Set J={xn0:n = 0, ±1,

±2, •••}".

Then 7 is a closed

commutative
subgroup of G. Since 77 is a normal subgroup, it follows that
J-His a subgroup of G. Since 7and 77 are both compact, 7-77 is compact. But
S(p)ExoHEJ-H
which is a closed subgroup of G so, since K = G, we have

/•77=G.
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Consider the mapping x—>x77of 7 onto G/77. This is a homomorphism
so,
since J is commutative,
G/77 is a compact commutative
group. Since there
exist sufficiently many continuous characters of G/77 to distinguish points of
G/77, [13, p. 99], there is a continuous character^
of G/77 such thati/'(77) = 1

and ypixoH)=eia^l.
yp' is a continuous

Define yp' on G by yp1'(x)=^(x77) for each xEG. Then
character

(one-dimensional

such that yp'ix) =^(x077) =eiaj^l

unitary

representation)

of G

for each xGx077. Thus

PW) = (V(x)dvix) = f
Jo

yp'ix)duix)= e'".

J sw

But lim„<00 eina does not exist. Hence limn^w A(^')n does not exist, and it follows that limnn.,,, pn does not exist. This contradiction
completes the proof of

the theorem.
Theorems

characterizing

those pG(P(G)

such that

limn<00pn exists have

also appeared in [ll] and [8].
Kloss, in [8], studies (P(G) by using the general theory of compact semigroups. He uses a theorem of K. Numakura and S. Schwarz to observe that,
since (P(G) is a compact Hausdorff semigroup, if pG(P(G), then there exists
exactly one measure XG{p": » = 1F 2, • • • }~ such that X *X=X. He states
in Theorem 3, that if X is this measure, then the sequence {pn:« = l,2, • • • }
converges to X if and only if Sip) is contained in no coset of 5(X) except for

S(K) itself.
Urbanik, in [ll], calls a sequence {p„:« = l, 2, • • ■ }C<?(G) a normal
sequence if for every positive integer k there exists a sequence of positive
integers m1<w2<«3< • • ■ such that

P. = pnj+.

is = 1, 2, • • • , k;j = 1, 2, • • • ).

In particular,
the sequence pi=p2=
■ ■ ■ is a normal sequence. He proves
(Theorem
1) that if {p„:w = l, 2, • • • } is a normal
sequence
and
limn_wpi * • • • *pn=X, then X is Haar measure on the smallest closed subgroup of G containing U{5(p„): n = 1, 2, • • • }. He also proves (Theorem 2)
that if {p„: n = 1, 2, • • • J is a normal sequence, 77 is the smallest closed subgroup of G containing U{S(p„): n = l, 2, • • • } and K is the smallest closed

subgroup

of G containing

U {Siui).S^n)-Sinf)-1.Sim)-1:

n = 1, 2, • • • },

then the sequence (pi * • ■ • * p„: « = 1, 2, ■ • • } converges if and
H=K. This theorem implies that if uEPiG),
then limn^p"
exists
only if the smallest closed subgroup of G containing Sip) is equal
smallest closed subgroup of G containing U{5(p)n- (.S(p)-1)n: « = 1, 2,
In proving these theorems Urbanik makes strong use of the transform

only if
if and
to the
• • • }.
p—>#.
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products.

3.4.1. Definition.
A measure p.E<9(G) is called degenerate if p = ex for
some xEG; otherwise p is called nondegenerate.
3.4.2. Definition.
Let pE(9(G). Then u is said to be an infinite product
to the right (left) if there exists a sequence {pn:ra = l, 2, • • • } E(9(G) such
that each pn is nondegenerate and
p. = lim ni*

Ui* • • • * Pn \P=

n—»w

\

lim p;n * pn-i * • • • * Pi).
n—»oo

/

We shall now prove a number of theorems which give sufficient conditions
for pE(9(G) to be an infinite product to the right (left).
3.4.3. Theorem.

Let pn, • • • , unE(9(G).

ai, ■ • • , an (0<a,<l)

£G®.

Suppose that there exist numbers

such that pj(E)}±ajco(E)

(j=l,

2, ■ ■ • , n) for each

Then there exist Xi, • • • , X„G<P(G) and a number t (0<J<1)

pj=\j*(tee
Proof.

•r1,

+ (l-t)u)

(j=l,

Let a = min [ai,

such that

2, • • • , ra).
• • ■ , an} and sett = l— a. Set/\j=(pj—(l—t)o})

fj = l, 2, • • • , ra). Then each Xy is in (9(G). Thus juy=/Xy+(l-i)w

= t\J-*{e+(l-t)\J-*co=\j*

3.4.4. Theorem.

(tee+(l-t)co),

(.7= 1, 2, • ■ • , ra).

Suppose that 0<t<l,

and that card G>1.

Then tee

+ (1 —t)w is an infinite product to the right (left).

Proof. First notice that if 0<a<l

and 0<(8<1, then

(ae. + (1 - a)u) * (fie, + (1 - j8)«)

= a/3ee + [a(l -0)

+ (l-

a)fi + (1 - a) (I - j8)]«

= aPee + (1 - ofi)u.
Thus the set [aee+(l— a)co: OSsa^l}
is a subsemigroup
of (9(G) which,
under the mapping a—>aee + (l —a), is isomorphic to the multiplicative
semigroup of all numbers in the closed unit interval. Thus it follows that if

p» = /^-«.+

(l-0-«

(ra= 1, 2, • • •),

then
Hi*ui*

• • • *nn

=

t^~1+2~2+---+2~n)-ee+(l

= l1-2--ee+(l

and therefore

(left).

^-,+2-2+---+2->).co

-J1-2"")-co

lim„,M pi * • • • *pn = t-ee+(l—

3.4.5. Theorem.
for each £G®

-

Let pE<9(G) and 0<a<l.

t) -co.

Suppose that p(£)^aco(£)

and that card C7>1. Then p. is an infinite product to the right
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and XG(P(G) such that

of Theorem

3.4.4

and

the

con-

on (P(G) complete the proof.

3.4.6. Theorem.
Let H be a closed subgroup of G such that card 77>1.
Suppose that pG(P(G), S(p) =77, and that there is a real number a, 0<a<l,
such that p(P) £iacoj/(P) for each PG®- Then p. is an infinite product to the

right ileft).
Proof. Clearly 77 is a compact group. Define p'G®(77) by p'(P)=p(P)
for each Borel set PC77. Then p'(P) ^«coh(P) for each Borel set PC77.
Thus, by Theorem 3.4.5, there exists a sequence {p„' :n = l,2, • • • } C®(77)
such that p' = lim„^.00u{* • • • *p». Now extend each p„' to a probability

measure pnG(P(G) by defining p„(P) = pf (EC\H) for each PG®. Then we
have p = lim„„Mpi * ■ ■ ■ * p„.

3.4.7. Lemma. Let A be a nonvoid closed subset of G and let xEG. Suppose

that pE<P(G) and that S(u) =xA. Set X = ei-i*p. Then S(\) =A, u = ex*\ and
X(P) =p(xP) for each PG®.
The proof is left to the reader.

3.4.8. Theorem. Let H be a closed subgroup of G such that card 77> 1 and
let F be a finite subset of G such that no two points of F are in the same left (right)
coset of 77. Let pE<P(G) and suppose that S(u) = FH (S(u) =HF). Suppose also
that there exists a number a such that 0<a<l
such that p(P)^acojy(x_1P)
(p(P) S:aco#(Px-1)) for every xEF and PG®- Then p is an infinite product to

the right (left).
Proof. Let P= {xi, x2, ■ • ■ , x„}. For each 7 (lSjSn)

=p((xjH)r\E)

uj(xjH)

Let aj=p'j

define p/ byp/(P)

for all PG®. Clearly

(xjH)

= u(XjH)

^ a(aH(xT1XjH)

and note that

a^a>0

p.j=il/af) -pi. Then UjE<?iG) (J =1,2,
5(p;) =XjH tor each j. Notice that

= awH(H)

(7=1,

= a > 0.

2, • • • , n). For each j let

• • • ,n). Also it is easily verified that

£ «ypy(P)
= E pJiE) = J2uiEr\ (x,B))= piEr\iFH)) = uiE)
j-l

j-l

j-l

for all PG® since XjHC\xkH= 0 ilj^k.
Applying

Thus p= X)"-i <*/**/•

Lemma 3.4.7, we have that for each j there exists a XjE&iG)

such that S(K3)=77 and py= e»y* Xy.Then p = 2"-i aiN— S"=i «.**>* V
Now for each PG®

and for all 7 we have

X/P) = e,,->.* U]-iE)= NixsE) = pj ixj-E)■(l/«y) = p(xyPH xfB) ■il/af)
- pixjiEH

H))-il/af)

^ ia/af)-w„iEr\H)

^ aco*(P).
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Hence, by Theorem

3.4.3 there exist v,EP(G)

[February

(j=l,

2, • • • , ra) and a num-

ber t (0 <t< 1) such that S(vf) = Hand Xy= v,-* (tee+(l - t)coH)for each j. Then

P = 23 «/«*,* aj = 23 «y«*y
* "/ * ('*•+ (1 —0ws)y-i

Evidently

L y-i

S(tee+(l—t)a)H)=H,

J

so by Theorem

3.4.,4 tee+ (l— t)o)H is an

infinite product to the right and hence p is an infinite product to the right.
This completes the proof.
4. Finite groups. In this section G will be an arbitrary finite group, the
topology on G being the discrete topology. The letter ra will be reserved to

denote the order of G.
Since G is discrete,

every subset

of G is a Borel set. If EEG,

it follows

that

M(£)= 23m({*})Moreover if {u„: ra = l, 2, • • ■ } is a sequence in (9(G) and if uE<9(G), it is
clear that u„—>p if and only if p„({x}) —>p({x}) for each xEG.

4.1. Infinite
products
products in (9(G).

in (9(G). In this section we identify all infinite

4.1.1. Lemma. Let pE(9(G) and suppose that pt is an infinite product to
the right (left). Then there exists a sequence {/*,-:/=1, 2, • • • } E(9(G) such that

S(pi)ES(pi) = S(pi * • ■• * pf) (k = l, 2, • • • ) and p,= limk~<api* • • • *u*.
Proof. Since p is an infinite product

to the right, there exists a sequence

of nondegenerate
measures
[p.J : j = 1, 2, • • • } C <9(G) such
that
u = \imk-.x pi* • • ■ * pi. Set X* =ui'* • • • * p{ for each k. Since G has ex-

actly

2" subsets

[\£:k

= l,2,

there

exists

a

subsequence

■ ■ - } such that S(\'tl) =S(\'tj)

{X^.:/ = 1, 2, • • • } of

for each/.

Now define pi=X'il,

M2= p£i+i * • • • * m£j, • • • , Pi=Pti_1+i * • ■ ■* P-'tj, ■ ■ ■- Then m* p2* ■ ■ ■* py
= X*;' so limy-.ooU!* • • • * py = limy<00X(i.= limt,0oX* =u. Clearly each py is

nondegenerate
Let xES(pt).

and S(pf) = S(Wtl)= S(\'ti) = S(pi * • • • * pf) lor each j.
Then p({x})>0,

so that there exists an integer jo such that

| Mi * • • • *fri{x})-u({x})\
<2~V({x}) if/^/o. Hence pi* • • •*uy0({x})
>0 so xES(pi * ••• * py0)=5(pi) and therefore S(p)ES(pi).
4.1.2. Theorem.
Let pE<9(G) and suppose that p = limAH.00pi* • • • *p*
where
[pk: k = 1, 2, • • • } C <P(<J"). £fora
there exists
a sequence

[vk+i: k = l, 2, • • ■ } E<9(G) such that u=pi * • • • *ju»* Vk+ifor each k.
This theorem is proved for the case that G is commutative in [3, p. 608],
but the proof given there applies equally well to the present theorem.
4.1.3. Theorem.

Let p.E<9(G). Then p. is an infinite product to the right
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(left) if and only if there exist a subgroup H of G of order > 1 and a nonvoid set

A EG such that S(ji) =AH(S(p) =HA).
Proof. The sufficiency of this condition follows from Theorem 3.4.8, as
the following argument shows. It is possible to find a subset B ol A such that
AH = BH and no two points of B are in the same left coset of H. Such a set
B can be formed as follows: for each left coset L ol H such that LC\A 9*0

let xl be a point of Lf\A, then set B = {xL: L is a left coset of H, LC\A 9*0}.
Also, if a = min \p(\x}): xES(p) =AH}, then p(E)^a^awH(x-1E),
for
each xG-4 unless p(£) =0, in which case EC\AH=0 and A~lEC\H = 0. Then
cos(x-1£) =0 for each xG^4.
We now prove the necessity of the condition. Suppose that p is an infinite
product to the right. Choose a sequence {pk: k = l, 2, • • • } E(9(G) as in

Lemma 4.1.1 and set X*=pi * • • • * uk (k = l, 2, • • • ). Then u = lim*..,*,X*
and S(pt)ES(ui)

= S(b.k) for each k. Yet A =S(pi).

Since p2 is nondegenerate,

there exist x, yES(pi) such that xj*y. Now A -S(pf) = S(pf)S(pf) = S(p.i * pf)
= S(\i) = S(pti) = A. Hence Ax C A and Ay C A. But card ^4x = card A
= card ^4y^ra. Hence Ax=A=Ay
and Axy~* = A. Yet h = xy~19*e and let
H he the cyclic subgroup of G generated by h. Since A h =A we have A hk

=Ahk~l= ■ • • =Ah=A

(k = l, 2, • • • ) and hence AH=A.

By Theorem 4.1.2, there exists vE<9(G) such that m=Mi * v. Then S(p)
= S(p.f)-S(v)=A-S(v). Accordingly A-S(v)=S(u)ES(pti)=A.
But
card A -S(v) ^ card A
and hence S(u) =A=AH.

4.1.4. Definition.

This completes

the proof.

Let pE(9(G). Then p. is said to be infinitely factorable

if for each positive integer m there exists a set {ui, ■ ■ • , um} E(9(G)
each py is nondegenerate and p=pi*
• • ■ * pm.

such that

4.1.5. Theorem.
Let pE<9(G) and suppose that p. is infinitely factorable.
Then there exist a subgroup H of order > 1 of G and two nonvoid subsets A and

B of G such that S(pi) =AHB.
Proof. There exists a set [pi, ■ ■ • , p„) E(9(G) such that each py is nondegenerate and p=pi * • • • * pn. Then 2^ card S(pti) ^card S(pi * pf) g • • •
^card S(pi*pi*
• • • *p„)=card
S(u)^n.
Thus there exists k such that

1 g k ^ ra and
card S(ui * • ■ • * pf) = card S(pi * • • • * pk+f). Set
A =S(pi * ■ ■ ■* ptk) and C = S(ptk+i). Then card A =card AC. Since m*+iis
nondegenerate,

there

exist x, yEC

such that

X9*y. Then

AxQAC

and

AyEAC. But card ^4x = card A =card AC and card .4y = card A =card AC.
Hence ^4x=^4C=^4y. Thus ^4xy_1=^4 and xy~l9*e. Set h=xy~l and let H
be the cyclic subgroup generated by h. Then the order of H is > 1 and, as in
the previous proof, AH=A.
Now set B=S(pk+i* • • • *Mn). Then S(u)

= S(pi * ■ • • * Mi)•S(pk+i * ••• * uf) =AB =AHB. This completes the proof.
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4.1.6. Corollary.
Let pEPiG).
Suppose that p is an infinite product to
the right or to the left. Then p is infinitely factorable.
Proof. This follows immediately

from Theorem

4.1.2.

4.1.7. Comment. Theorems 4.1.3, 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 show that if G is commutative, then a measure in ®(G) is infinitely factorable if and only if it is
an infinite product. A theorem appears in [12] which claims that this is true
even when G is not commutative.
This theorem however is false as is shown
in 5.1. It would be interesting to know whether or not the converse of Theo-

rem 4.1.5 is true.
5. Counterexamples.
In this section we give counterexamples
to two
published theorems. The first refers to Theorem 8(1) in [6] and the second
to a theorem in [12].
5.1. Counterexample.
In [6] it is claimed that if G is any metrizable
compact group, pE'S'iG), p. is proper on G, and Sip) is contained in a coset
x077 or 77xo (xoG77, Ht^G) of a closed subgroup 77, then 77 is normal. Consider the following example.
Let G = Sz, the symmetric
group on three letters. The elements of G

will be written in cycles: G= {l, (12), (13), (23), (123), (132)}. Define p on

G by p( {(123)}) =p( {(13)}) = 1/2 and p( {x}) =0 otherwise. Then pG<P(G).
Now p is proper on G since 5(p) = {(123), (13)} and the only subgroup

of G

containing Sip) is G itself. Let 77= {1, (12)} and x0 = (123). Then x077=5(p)

so 5(p)Cx077 (xoG77 and TtVG). But 77x0= {(123), (23)} ^x077. Hence 77
is not a normal subgroup of G.
5.2. Counterexample.
The following is an example of an infinitely factorable measure which is neither an infinite product to the right nor to the

left.
Let G = Ai, the alternating
written in cycles:

group on four letters.

The elements

of Ai are

G = At = {1, (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23), (123), (124), (132), (134), (142),(143).
(234), (243)}.

LetA = {l, (123)} and 77= {l, (12)(34)}. Then
AHA = {1, (12)(34), (123), (134), (243), (132), (124)}
and hence .477.4 has exactly seven elements so, by Lagrange's theorem, can
be neither a union of right cosets nor a union of left cosets of any subgroup
of Ai of order > 1. Thus no probability measure on At having support equal
to AHA can possibly be an infinite product to the right or to the left.
Now letpi andp2be any two members of (PiA*) such that Sip/) =.S(p2)=-4
and let co# be, as usual, Haar measure on 77. Then uh is idempotent.
Set
u = ui*uh * p2. Then Siu)=AHA
and p is not an infinite product,
but
p=pi *coh *P2 = Mi * cos * p2 for each positive integer m and hence p is in-

finitely factorable.
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